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Some
thoughts...

Uncertain times ahead
There is always a silver lining

Views
from
the
rooftop

There is a lot of talk in the media at
the moment about the economic impact of the crisis in the Ukraine and
the after effects of the pandemic.

Firstly, the cost of living - this will
rise, people will have less
disposable income and will look to
spend less on their housing needs.

The market will slow - this is
inevitable and is a good thing if we
are to avoid cycles of boom and
bust.

The general consensus seems to be
that;

Unfortunately, that doesn’t mean
that with the ongoing housing
shortage landlords will accept less
rent.

The danger is that prices will fall
considerably, and if this happens,
the standard buy-to-let apartment
and family home will bear the brunt
of it.

The cost of living, particularly
utility/energy bills, will rise
considerably
Interest rates will also rise
The residential market will slow
considerably
Inflation is currently running at
around 9% and will remain high
for sometime.
The economy
recession

will

go

into

It certainly sounds like ‘trouble
ahead’ and whether the government
can prevent any of the above from
occurring remains to be seen.
Assuming some or all of the above
comes to pass, what effect will they
have on the property market, and in
particular the co-living sector and
our acol properties and projects?
We are not economists or Mystic
Megs (crystal ball gazers) and we
have previously expressed our
opinion on ‘experts’ and forecasters.
Nevertheless, these are our thoughts
- happy reading!

Tenants will have to decide whether
they will sacrifice space for
affordability - many will decide to.
However, downsizing is fine, but
there is only so far people will go they will still want quality
accommodation, albeit at a more
affordable price.
Quality co-living/HMO properties
are going to be increasingly popular
going forward.
Interest rates will rise - Many
people have over stretched
financially as prices have risen due
to the pandemic.
We will find more properties coming
on the market and prices softening,
or even worse.
The good news is that HMOs are
bought and sold on a yield basis
rather than a bricks and mortar
valuation.
Since rents are unlikely to fall in this
sector, rental yields and capital
values should not be impacted.

If you are interested in our fixed interest opportunities
please read the Q and A article below

Inflation - historically this has been
a friend of the property sector in
terms of pushing prices up.
The counter balance is interest rates
and it will be up to the Bank of
England to find the right balance.
The economy will go into recession
- Probably, unless the government
acts now.
People will spend less and look for
more affordable accommodation.
The appeal of a quality co-living/
HMO properties will increase.
So there you have it - we look
forward to being proved wrong!
Except, we doubt we will be when it
comes to the co-living/HMO sector.
We are confident our acol
properties will continue to produce
attractive and secure income
streams and our development
projects sound returns for our fixed
interest clients and ourselves.
There are good times ahead.
Tony Davies
Managing Director

Some things you may not know about the co-living/HMO sector
Outdoor space

Tenants are moving up-market

The demand for outdoor (and
more living) space that has
impacted the family home sector
for example, hasn’t been seen in
the co-living/HMO sector.

As a result of the pandemic there has been a
‘flight to quality’ by tenants

Of course, if you asked co-living/
HMO tenants if they would like a
large one bedroom apartment on
the ground floor with a private
garden for the same price as a
semi-self contained en-suited HMO
room on the first floor then most
would say yes.
However, the reality is that most of
us have a budget and make
choices accordingly.

Bills inclusive
Tenants pay a fixed rental sum,
with the landlord paying the council
tax, utility costs etc.
Rents should be set high enough to
cover these costs and ensure an
attractive return for the landlord

The key to success in
the co-living/HMO sector

This is causing an exodus from poor quality properties
and
More demand for quality properties

Government regulations
In 2018 the government dropped the requirement that
for properties to be a HMO they had to have at least
three storeys.
Now all properties where at least five tenants live and
form more than one household and share a toilet,
bathroom or kitchen facilities with other tenants need a
HMO licence.
Due to the responsibility of being a licensee, and with
many properties not meeting minimum room size
requirements, some landlords have exited the market.

In 2019/20 there were 511,278 HMOs
(It is a much bigger sector
than most people realize!)
By 2020/21 there were
only 497,884
The number is
expected to drop
further in the
coming years

You need :
a good quality property
in a convenient location
that offers value for
money accommodation
and is professionally managed
by a competent
property manager

Supply and Demand
Where there is limited supply
(there is a shortage of quality HMOs)
and
Strong demand
(From tenants moving up-market)
Rents will rise

Our next acol co-living/hmo is almost ready
Location - Merseyside, Liverpool
Tenants will be moving in during June
Master tenancy options are available
Guaranteed 7% p.a. net of all costs
For further information please contact us

The five rights
of property investment

Invest in the right propert y in the ri ght location at the right
time for the right price from the right de vel oper/advi ser

10 - 8

Birkdale—Closed
Our recently launched Birkdale fixed Interest opportunity
has
been
over
subscribed
and
has
now
closed for subscriptions.
Many thanks to those clients who have placed their trust in
us.

We currently have a waiting list for our next fixed interest project, which we expect to have available
shortly.
If you are interested in our fixed interest opportunities, please register with us and we will send you
preliminary information ahead of the next launch.

Investment period - 12 to18 months ; Minimum investment - £40,000 ;
Interest rate – 8% p.a. (No UK personal tax liability for offshore tax residents)
Interest paid quarterly ; Full security - no external bank debt or other finance

Q. How can I receive 8% p.a. in one of your fixed interest opportunities and not
have to pay UK tax on it?
A. The actual interest rate we pay is 10% p.a. If you are resident overseas for tax
purposes we have to deduct 20% of this as withholding tax - leaving 8% to you.
It means the tax liability is ours to pay and we remit the 20% (2%) to HMRC as a
one sum lump payment from St David with no reference back to our clients.

Frequently asked
questions

As the tax has been paid there is no UK tax liability for you or obligation to
report it. In some circumstances you may be able to claim back the
withholding tax from HMRC, but this is a matter you should discuss with your
tax adviser.

Q I have been told your acol rooms are at least semi self-contained, what does this mean?
A. For our rooms we provide a minimum of a kitchen cabinet, which contains a fridge/freezer, microwave and
kettle. This is in addition to the property having a communal, fully equipped kitchen and dining area.
Some councils want to charge council tax for each room (rather than one tax for the whole property) if they
are fully self contained with an oven, hob, sink etc. Hence the reason that for those councils we provide
only a kitchen cabinet. For others, where the room is big enough, we put a full kitchen unit in.
Most HMO tenants are happy to have their own fridge/freezer and microwave and these are adequate for
their every day needs. If they want to cook a substantial meal, or mix with the other tenants, they use the
communal kitchen and dining area.

Why 8% p.a.
after tax is
better
(and cheaper)
than bank debt

We are often asked why we don’t borrow from a bank or financial
institution as the interest rate we pay our fixed interest investors is quite
high.
Surely the banks would lend at a lower rate than we pay our investors?
‘Never say never’, so we recently explored the option of using bank/
financial institution debt for one of our upcoming projects.

Since we have not used such debt for our projects for fifteen years, and have no established relationship with
any such lender, we enlisted the help of an experienced finance broker.
We provided a detailed analysis of the project, costs and financial projections etc. relating to the project.
Given our track record etc. there was no difficulty in obtaining indicative terms from various lenders.
However, the interest rates that we were offered were between 7.9% and 9.75% p.a. Of course, we queried this
as interest rates are historically low, only to be told we were seeking development finance and not buy-to-let
funds from reputable institutions. Nevertheless, there may be an opportunity to reduce these a little, but not
by much. Okay, not great, but worth exploring further.
Ah, but as they say ’The devil is always in the detail’!
The lenders also wanted to engage outside surveyors to authorise every
construction payment, which we were happy with until they told us it would be at
our cost. Oh, and they would need personal guarantees from all the borrower’s
directors and would also have the right to call in their loan at any time.
There were also additional costs for setting up the loan and the exit fee when we
repaid the money. These amounted to 3%, although they were a ‘one off’ fee and
not annualized. We pointed out that our projects typically take one year to
complete, so in effect, the 3% is annualized.
The overall cost, even if we jumped through hoops for the banks, would never be less than the 10% p.a. (8%
and 2% withholding tax) we currently pay our clients.
Our business model (using client funding) works for us and our clients. We are not going to abandon that in
the vain hope of making a little more profit. For us its business as usual - with lots more projects to come.

and market
updates
Property prices increased by
9.8% over the year to March,
down from 11.3% in February,
according to Land Registry
figures.
Average house prices fell in 15
London boroughs between
February and March, where the
cost of homes declined 2.8%

RICS
Surveyors expect rising house prices to soften amid
the uncertain economic landscape, despite buoyant
market activity, according to the latest Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Residential
Market Survey.
The April RICS survey revealed that while a large
majority of surveyors (62%) expect house prices to
rise over the next 12 months, this is down from 78%
in February.
The survey findings come following a warning from
the Bank of England that inflation could exceed 10%
later this year, and a week after The Bank raised
interest rates to 1% - which could eventually impact
the housing market.
Planning hiccup to
be sorted out

Council houses to be sold?
Boris Johnson is considering plans to give
people who rent from housing associations the
right to buy their homes at a discount.
The prime minister has tasked his policy unit, led
by Andrew Griffith, with reviving Margaret
Thatcher’s housing policy for “generation rent”.
There are about 2.5 million households, or five
million people, in England who rent from
housing associations and could benefit, although
sources cautioned that policy development is at a
very early stage with options being explored on
how it could work.

Dozens of areas across
the country have imposed
a ban on housebuilding after a ruling by the
government’s environment watchdog.
Up to 100,000 new homes have been put on hold by
the moratorium. It threatens to derail Boris Johnson’s
election pledge to build 300,000 houses a year, with
developers warning of “stark” consequences for the
industry and local economies.
Officials in Michael Gove’s levelling-up department are
understood to be “urgently investigating” measures to
try and counteract the extended ban that was imposed
by Natural England last month and now affects 42
local authority areas.
But they have admitted it will have an “immediate
impact” on new houses getting planning permission
and could result in existing permissions
being overturned on appeal.

Rental update
Proposed changes to protect good tenants and landlords
The recent Queen’s Speech on upcoming government legislation has confirmed that a radical re-shaping of
the rental sector in England is being pushed ahead by the government.
A Bill will abolish what the government has called 'no fault' evictions - section 21 evictions - “giving renters
better rights when they are told to leave despite complying with the terms of their tenancy.”
The details also say that there will be additional reform of landlords' grounds for possession to give them
greater powers to tackle repeated rent arrears or anti-social behaviour among tenants.
In addition, a new ombudsman for private rented landlords will ensure disputes can be easily resolved without
going to court. “These reforms will help more people own their own homes” according to the government.

Something lighter and brighter

Houses look so much better with a little colour!
We found these on a recent trip to the west country
We are tempted to try this colour scheme for our next acol project
Any thoughts?
Welcome back!

Transferring across

Gina Redhead, our General
Manager, has returned from
maternity leave.

Justine Roscoe is moving
across from St David to
become the Administration
Manager for Dewisant, our
in-house lettings and
management operation.

Gina will be focusing on client
servicing, acquisitions and
corporate related matters for the
group.

Thought of the
month
Keep every promise
you make and only
make promises you
can keep

If you want a job as an estate agent,
can you explain this 4 year gap in your
CV?

That’s impressive. You are hired.

Thanks!
I really
need
this Yob

That’s when I went to Yale.

Anthony Hitt

Our newsletters

If you know someone who might be interested in receiving these,
please forward this to them or contact us with details

Quarantine restrictions have meant our MD has
had to further delay his next visit to HK/Asia.
Until he returns, if you would like an
obligation-free discussion regarding our
opportunities and services please contact us

The content herein expresses the views of
St David and our MD.
No offence is intended to any party.
All feedback on the content and format is
always greatly appreciated.

info@stdavidgroup.com
www.stdavidgroup.com

